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Abstract

This article is devoted to the development of methods for creating intelligent assistants. Intelligent 
assistants can be used in call centers to solve customer problems, to solve technical support tasks, to 
help people with disabilities, to help in choosing goods, etc. We consider intelligent assistants that 
engage in argumentative dialogue with users, aimed at finding goods and services that maximally satisfy 
users’ wants and needs. The development of the intelligent assistant is based on a four-level model of 
the subject domain and a semantic model of the user. The system under development automates the 
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process of search and decision justification through the reuse of domain cases: accumulated knowledge 
about previous dialogues with users. This gives the system we developed an advantage over existing 
analogues, which are incapable of reusing knowledge about previous dialogues. The paper develops 
a case-based approach to building an intelligent system capable of reasoning about its responses. 
For this purpose, an argumentation graph is constructed, methods for structuring domain cases are 
developed, and ontological homomorphisms are used to transform the available domain cases into a 
finished solution. A description of model-theoretical methods for constructing intelligent assistants is 
presented. The cases of goods, users and dialogues of an intelligent assistant with users are formally 
described in the form of partial models. The transformation of domain cases and similarity of cases 
are formalized using ontological homomorphisms of partial models. The purpose of the developed 
dialogue system is not only to select a solution according to the user’s request, but also to find out 
the tasks that the user is going to solve, to analyze his argumentation, and then to justify the proposed 
solution to the user, to show that this particular product or service will be able to meet his needs.
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Introduction

The world is currently experiencing the peak of 
popularity of artificial intelligence (AI) tech-
nologies. The success of ChatGPT as a uni-

versal dialogue system has shown the need of people to 
have an intelligent tool for solving various tasks. Chat-
GPT solves many tasks: from writing texts for social 
networks (with great success) to creating scientific 
papers (with not such great success). 

In most cases, such systems act as extremely 
advanced and powerful content compilers; they search 
through existing data and piece by piece assemble 
the required result from them. At the same time, the 
very concept of neural networks imposes a very spe-

cific limitation on them: they rely on their own trained 
model, on the data entered into the training sample 
in advance. As a result, they cannot use recent results 
of their own work to improve the process of finding a 
solution, because retraining a neural network is a long 
and resource-intensive process. Also, if any funda-
mentally new object appears in the subject domain (for 
example, a new style of drawing, if we are talking about 
a neural network that creates images), the neural net-
work will not be able to obtain the same result on its 
own, because this new data was not incorporated into 
it during training.

The situation is additionally complicated by the fact 
that neural networks are a “black box.” It is practically 
impossible to interpret the process of their work, espe-
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cially for large industrial instances. One of the pos-
sible solutions to the problems of the neural network 
approach is the construction of a logical system based 
on semantic analysis and structuring domain cases: 
previous sessions of work of the intelligent system both 
with this user and with all previous users.

1. Tasks of the intelligent  
assistant

Our goal is to develop methods for reasoned dia-
logue between an intelligent assistant and a user in 
order to help the user achieve goals, realize his/her 
intentions, satisfy needs and solve problems. In this 
paper, we primarily consider intelligent assistants that 
help users in selecting appropriate products and ser-
vices. 

To achieve this goal, the following tasks need to be 
performed in an automated manner:

 ♦ identifying the user’s interests, needs, desires, 
goals and intentions;

 ♦ finding out how the user achieves their goals, 
solves their tasks, fulfils their intentions and sat-
isfies their needs (e.g. the intention to purchase a 
desired product); 

 ♦ identifying the user’s justification, explanation, 
reasoning why, for example, he/she needs this par-
ticular device; finding out the specific tasks that 
the user is going to perform with this device (e.g. 
viewing and editing photos, cleaning the room or 
controlling a smart home); 

 ♦ selecting for the user the product or service that 
best suits the user’s tasks and needs;

 ♦ building an argumentation, justifying that a given 
product or service is indeed the best for the user 
(subject to the fulfilment of product price con-
straints and other non-functional requirements), 
or offering the user a set of products that are best 
suited for solving their problems; 

 ♦ explanation of the differences between these prod-
ucts, their positive and negative qualities (in com-
parison with each other) in terms of solving the 
user’s tasks and meeting his/her needs. 

We apply modern argumentation theory [1–9] to 
develop methods for argumentative dialogue between 
an intelligent assistant and a user. 

This article is primarily devoted to the presenta-
tion of methods and technologies of selection by the 
intelligent assistant of the goods most suitable for the 
user in the process of dialogue with the user. A more 
detailed description of the methods of building justi-
fication and argumentation of the fact that this prod-
uct is the best for the user will be the subject of the 
next article. 

The necessary information for the dialogue with 
the user of the intelligent assistant is taken from the 
semantic (ontological) model [10–12], the struc-
ture of which we will describe below. The semantic 
model is filled and replenished by extracting informa-
tion from the websites of product manufacturers and 
online shops, as well as by analyzing customer reviews 
of products they purchased. 

In developing the ontology model, we use a num-
ber of ontologies. These are:

 ♦ ontology of the subject domain as a whole; 
 ♦ ontology of characteristics, properties, functional-
ities of various goods and devices;

 ♦ user ontology: user tasks, goals and intentions; 
what goals users achieve and in what ways.

What is extremely important in the approach we 
developed is that we save and analyze dialogues with 
the user. This is a significant difference between this 
approach and most existing solutions. 

For example, Alice (a virtual voice assistant created 
by Yandex, YandexGPT 2), when having a dialogue 
with a user, does not “remember” even the previous 
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line or question of the user. If the user says: “Alice, 
put me some song by band X”, Alice will put a song by 
this band. But if the user says, “Alice, I like songs by 
band X. Put me some song of this band.”, then Alice 
answers: “I have nothing to answer”. 

If you ask: “Alice, what is the title of this song?” 
while a song is playing, she will answer. If you ask: 
“Alice, put the previous song on”, she will. But if you 
ask: “Alice, what is the name of the previous song?”, 
she will not be able to answer.

The intelligent assistant we are developing for 
selecting products for the user and for generating 
arguments can address:

 ♦ to the entire current dialogue with this user;

 ♦ to previous dialogues with this user;

 ♦ to previous dialogues with other users.

In this way the intelligent assistant works with cases 
of previously conducted dialogues. They are on the 
third level of the four-level ontological model, which 
will be described in detail below. 

Currently, various organizations, such as online 
shops, banks, etc., use virtual assistants designed to 
help the user find the right product or service. How-
ever, as a rule, these systems work according to a pre-
determined scenario and when a new situation arises 
that was not foreseen in advance, they are unable to 
assist the client and redirect him/her to interact with a 
human consultant. 

This situation, in which the virtual assistant is una-
ble to find a solution or give the right recommenda-
tion, decreases the user’s motivation to work with it 
in the future. In addition, such systems almost always 
conduct a dialogue from scratch, without remember-
ing the user and the context of the dialogue. If the user 
has already approached a similar problem, he or she 
must go through the whole process of searching for a 
solution again. 

The system we are developing automates the solu-
tion search process by reusing previously accumu-
lated cases (situations, domain cases). By comparing 
the current user’s goal and information from previ-
ous dialogues, it is possible not only to find a similar 
solution in the past, but also to additionally argue the 
proposed solution based on the coincidence of inten-
tions. This gives the developed system an advantage 
over existing analogues, which are incapable of accu-
mulating cases and arguing their solutions.

In this paper, we develop a case-based approach 
to building an intelligent system capable of reason-
ing about its answers. For this purpose, we construct 
an argumentation graph, develop methods for struc-
turing domain cases and use ontological homomor-
phisms to transform the available cases into a ready-
made solution. The goal of an intelligent dialogue 
system is to help a person to find an answer to a par-
ticular question. Our task is to circumvent the limi-
tation of the neural network approach, which is the 
inability to take into account the results of recent 
user sessions. For this purpose, we implement a case 
approach to solution construction using ontological 
homomorphisms. On its basis, the construction and 
reasoning of the solution takes place.

2. Existing approaches  
and solutions

Currently, there are many dialogue systems 
designed for different tasks: systems that support dia-
logue with simple phrases, voice assistants (Alice, Siri 
and others), capable of more complex communica-
tion, jokes or performing simple tasks (find informa-
tion on the Internet, turn on an electrical appliance), 
etc. The top of the development of such dialogue sys-
tems are complex language universal models (LLM) 
designed to solve arbitrary tasks like ChatGPT. 

A separate subclass of recommender systems is 
worth mentioning. For them it is important not only to 
find and output correct information, but also to justify 
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why the system derived a certain solution. We will con-
sider different types of systems from the point of view 
of approaches to solution retrieval and its justification. 

2.1. ChatGPT

A dialogue system (LLM language model) from 
OpenAI focused on solving arbitrary tasks [13]. It is 
based on a strong pre-trained InstructGPT language 
model used to formalize user input, while the model 
itself is trained using the Reinforcement Learn-
ing with Human Feedback (RLHF) approach. With 
the help of experts, a reward model was created that 
assigns a score to the correctness of the solution of the 
underlying model, after which automated reinforce-
ment learning was run. 

There are exceptionally few research articles on the 
ChatGPT architecture available at this time, as Ope-
nAI has not disclosed such information other than 
what is available on the company’s blog [13].

The model has a number of disadvantages. 
1. When having a long dialogue, the answers become 

unclear and the system starts to produce incorrect 
answers. The reason for this is that the model is 
not trained on long dialogues, the focus is shifted 
to more detailed and elaborate answers to a small 
number of questions in one session.

2. The initial model does not use data from the Inter-
net, but is limited to the data that was fed into it dur-
ing training. As a result, it cannot use information 
from dialogues with users (e.g., a new fact about 
the world around us), which makes the model more 
dependent on the quality of the training data and 
creates a time lag between the emergence of new 
knowledge and its input into the model. 

3. The model does not verify the data generated, 
leading to a paradoxical situation in which the 
system reasons in great detail about meaningless 
things, misleading the user (this phenomenon is 
metaphorically called “hallucinations”).

In addition, it is important to note that ChatGPT 
can store the context of the current dialogue, but this 
information will not be used in the next session with 
the same user. As a result, we get that the model can 
generate answers irrelevant for the user that have been 
previously received and used in a dialogue with the 
same user and “forget” what the user communicated 
to the model earlier. 

At the same time, the task of pre-training a neural 
network of this scale, depending on the results of dia-
logues, to solve the problem of dynamically updating 
a set of domain cases requires significant computa-
tional resources and can lead to the problem of cata-
strophic forgetting [14], since the incoming data can 
be anything. As a result, developers prefer to first type 
new data, process it, and run a one-time but lengthy 
learning process.

2.2. BlenderBot

ParlAI’s dialogue-oriented BlenderBot model [15]. 
Due to the presence of long-term memory, the sys-
tem supports long dialogues better than ChatGPT. It 
is able to use information previously received from a 
user, but the data received from one user is not used 
in a dialogue with other users.

The architecture of the BlenderBot system is based 
on the pipeline principle [16]. The system generates 
a response by sequentially using a series of modules, 
each of which performs a different task, then passes 
its output to the next module. The model exists in 
three types, depending on the number of parameters 
(3, 30, 175 billion parameters).

The order in which the modules [16] are called 
depends on the context in which the dialogue takes 
place. The system forms a solution depending on 
the context of the dialogue by accessing both its own 
long-term memory and by forming Internet queries. 
In case memory and web searches are not required, 
the data will be retrieved from the current dialogue. 
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The response is generated from this data, and the 
modules responsible for simulating empathy and per-
sonality in the dialogue are also involved at this stage. 
A complete list of modules and their detailed descrip-
tion can be found in the BlenderBot developers’ tech-
nical report [16]. By using many modules and adjust-
ing the order in which they are invoked, the system 
can, while maintaining a long dialogue, update its 
user data and have a dialogue on several different top-
ics, switching between them, depending on the con-
text of the user’s last message.

Considering BlenderBot in the context of our task, 
we can note the successful implementation in the 
model of a long-term memory system and a system for 
deciding whether to search a database of previous dia-
logues or the Internet. However, data about previous 
dialogues are stored in memory only as a set of facts 
(e.g., “User 1 likes dogs”, “User 2 lives in country A”), 
have no semantic connection with each other and are 
tied to a specific user. Thus, most of the context of pre-
vious dialogues is lost. Also, the system cannot repro-
duce its own steps in solving a particular problem. 

Thus, we have considered two popular language 
models, one of which is intended for solving arbitrary 
tasks, and the other for maintaining a long and com-
plex dialogue. It should be noted that both of these 
models do not show the user explicitly how the solu-
tion was obtained and do not justify or argue this 
solution in any way. 

We next consider examples of systems designed 
for narrower applications, but with a more structured 
approach to constructing argumentative dialogue.

2.3. A system of argumentative 
 dialogue based on argumentative 

 structures

The system presented in [17] has been designed 
to lead a discussion between the user and the system 
on various topics. It is a text-based system (although 

voice interface is also supported), analyses the user’s 
messages, extracts argumentation premises from them 
[17], and generates arguments based on them. Pro-
grammatically, the system is implemented as a set of 
modules combined using Apache ActiveMQ.

The user’s phrase is converted into a “dialogue 
action”. The authors consider four types of dialogue 
actions: assertion, question, concession and retreat. A 
logistic regression-based classifier is used to recognize 
these actions. It then searches for a suitable argumen-
tation node in the argumentation graph based on the 
cosine similarity between sentence vectors (and the 
similarity is considered between averaging the value of 
the node and the user’s phrase). The extracted argu-
mentation is processed with respect to the subject 
domain and the next argument is generated. 

Note an important feature of this system: it is able 
to evaluate the user’s actions, in particular, whether he 
continues his thought, is about to start speaking or is 
about to finish. This serves as additional information 
when generating an answer and its justification.

The argument base is populated using the automatic 
argument extraction techniques developed in [18]. At 
the time of publication of the paper [17], the system 
was capable of understanding five discussion topics and 
supporting up to 2000 argumentation nodes for each of 
them. However, there is no way to dynamically add new 
data to the argumentation structure as the dialogue pro-
gresses, so a natural question arises: how will the system 
react to new information that is not in its data. 

2.4. Argumentation systems  
based on communication  

discourse trees

According to speech structure theory, any coherent 
discourse can be described by a single discourse tree, 
described as a tree structure using speech act theory 
[30]. Each paragraph of text (or the whole text) is 
converted into a tree through linking sentences using 
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speech acts (e.g., “Justification”), with the leaves of 
the tree containing the sentences themselves. In this 
way, an argumentation tree is constructed from which 
it is possible to determine the presence of argumenta-
tion in a paragraph/text. In addition, this approach 
preserves the context of the argumentation, without 
which even a human expert would not be able to ana-
lyze the presence of argumentation. 

It is important to note that in [30] it is the fact of 
argumentation, not its semantic part and/or persua-
siveness, that is considered. Nevertheless, such an 
approach can be used for semantic analysis of argu-
mentation. 

The approach based on communicative discourse 
trees is also discussed in [31, 32]. 

2.5. A framework  
for an argumentative dialogue  
on the COVID-19 vaccination

The dialogue system [19] is designed to consult the 
user on the topic of vaccination, with maximum jus-
tification of the system recommendations. The sys-
tem is based on the construction of an argumentation 
graph, according to the approach of Chalagin and 
Hunter [20]: finding out the similarity of sentences to 
get an answer from the knowledge base. The method 
does not consider the user’s previous actions and, as 
a result, loses the context of the dialogue. The system 
tries to take into account the user’s arguments and 
construct an answer that does not contradict them 
and, at the same time, is consistent with the knowl-
edge base. 

The reasoning module of the system [20] consists 
of an argumentation graph compiled by the expert. 
The nodes of this graph represent either state argu-
ments or response arguments. Associated with each 
node is a set of natural language sentences represent-
ing possible user arguments for that node. The search 
for a matching node in the graph is performed using 

a similarity measure of the sentences. The solution 
is generated on the basis of the information provided 
by the user, and the node found should agree with 
the user’s data and prevent “dangers,” the unaccep-
table points of the solution indicated by the user (in 
the example of the article we are talking about coun-
ter-indications to vaccination). At the same time, if 
the system cannot find a “safe” solution, it will still 
issue a response to the user, but with a request for 
additional information to adjust the solution. Thus, 
each new user argument “switches on” the corre-
sponding node in the argumentation graph, and the 
links coming from this node either reinforce the cor-
responding solution options or switch them off from 
the graph.

Thus, well-known universal dialogue systems are 
good at many tasks, but they do not have mechanisms 
to explain the progress of solution construction to the 
user. In addition, their architecture does not allow 
them to quickly integrate solutions from successful 
user sessions into their knowledge bases.

On the other hand, specialized systems, in which 
reasoning is an initial requirement, mainly rely on a 
pre-prepared knowledge base compiled by an expert 
and build their solutions and arguments on its basis; 
going beyond this knowledge base leads to the con-
struction of an unreliable solution. This results in the 
inability to work with the results of previous sessions, 
since they lack a mechanism for inserting such infor-
mation into the knowledge base.

3. Four-level ontological model  
of the subject domain 

As stated above, the aim of this work is to create 
methods for an intelligent assistant (digital assistant) 
to conduct a reasoned dialogue with the user [21]. In 
the framework of our research, the development of an 
intelligent assistant [22] is based on a semantic model 
is a four-level ontological model of the subject domain 
[10, 11]. Let us describe this model in more detail. 
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The first level of the ontological model is ontolo-
gies:

1. Ontology of the subject domain of the goods 
(devices) under consideration is a set of concepts 
describing: types of devices; structure and charac-
teristics of devices; functionality of devices.

2. User ontology is a set of concepts describing: goals 
and intentions; interests, desires, needs; types 
(classes) of tasks to be solved. 

3. Dialogue ontology is a set of concepts describing: 
argumentation (arguments, counterarguments, 
etc.); emotional evaluations of users, their satis-
faction or dissatisfaction; success of a given dia-
logue (purchase of goods by the user, continuation 
of communication and other goods or termination 
of dialogue by the user, unwillingness to continue it 
further). 

By ontology we mean knowledge only about the 
meaning of concepts, i.e., analytical statements [23–
25] that do not contain information about the state of 
the real world. 

The second level of the ontological model is general 
(universal) knowledge. These are synthetic statements 
[23, 26], knowledge about the real world: 

1. Subject matter theory is properties of specific 
goods, their characteristics, functionality, etc.

2. Knowledge about types of users, their classifica-
tion (by income level, social status, educational 
level), classes of tasks solved by users, hierarchy of 
tasks, methods of reducing tasks to subtasks and the 
possibility of solving the same tasks with different 
devices. 

3. Knowledge of methods of dialogues with users – 
area methods of argumentation, justification of 
specific proposals to the user; methods of identi-
fying the goals and needs of users, tasks solved by 
them; methods of determining the emotional state 
and emotional assessments of users.

The third level of the ontological model, the most 
important within the framework of this paper, is the 
level of domain cases. These are:

1. Product and device cases are specific devices, com-
ponents, accessories, device sets, price and availa-
bility of products in shops, etc.

2. User cases are those users with whom the intelligent 
assistant has already had dialogues, together with 
their properties and characteristics; knowledge 
about the users, their goals, intentions, interests, 
needs, the tasks they solve.

3. User dialogue cases, hierarchically structured: 
dialogue with a single user; all dialogues with a 
given user; dialogues with classes of users.

The fourth level of the ontological model is evalua-
tive and probabilistic knowledge. They are generated 
by analyzing the domain cases contained in the third 
level of the ontological model. These include:

 ♦ the likelihood that a user with certain character-
istics and needs will want to purchase the device;

 ♦ the probability that a user who has (bought) device 
A will want to buy device B; 

 ♦ evaluation of similarity of domain cases: devices, 
device parameters, users and dialogues with them.

Based on this four-level semantic model, we develop 
a precedence-based approach to construct a reasoned 
dialogue between an intelligent assistant and a user. 

The neural network algorithms that are actively used 
now, due to their structure, are limited in using recent 
cases in their model; only when training the next ver-
sion can this data be included in the training sample. 

The use of the case approach solves this problem: 
we can add new precedents “on the fly,” while the 
system is running. The use of the precedent approach 
also makes the dialogue system capable of arguing 
its own conclusions, justifying the choice of goods 
offered to the user. 
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The case approach relies on a set of case examples 
from past user sessions. For certain subject domains, 
it allows for building solutions from existing data by 
applying some transformations to it, changing the 
structure of the case-solution according to the user’s 
task (such transformations, in particular, are realized 
by means of ontological homomorphisms of partial 
models, which will be described in detail below). 

When implementing the case approach, a number 
of problems arise. First, precedents should be struc-
tured, and not as a relational table with a set of col-
umns. This way of organization will make the search 
for a suitable precedent weakly related to the semantic 
content of the precedent. Secondly, it is necessary to 
evaluate the degree of similarity of precedents, both 
for finding a suitable “starting point” and for convert-
ing a precedent into a final decision. Thirdly, the sys-
tem should be able to transform precedents according 
to the user’s requirements. 

The solution to these problems is to organize prec-
edents into a semantic graph, where the links between 
precedents will reflect their similarities, showing the 
degree of similarity in one or another property of the 
precedent. This solves the problem of semantic search. 
We need to traverse the precedent graph following the 
desired semantic links. In this case, the distance of 
two nodes from each other will explicitly reflect the 
degree of similarity of the corresponding precedents. 
The process of precedent transformation can be con-
sidered as a transformation of partial models formally 
describing these precedents by means of ontological 
homomorphisms, extensions and contractions of par-
tial models. In this case, the properties and param-
eters of the original precedent will be transformed not 
necessarily into the same concepts, but into ontologi-
cally similar ones. Isomorphic embedding is also pos-
sible: expansion of the original precedent, as well as 
contraction of the precedent, removal of unnecessary 
elements of the model.

Thus, we implement a software system that per-
forms solution search based on semantic similarity of 
precedents with an explainable solution search mech-
anism.

4. A theoretical and modelling  
approach to the design  

of an intelligent assistant

It is important to note that most of the precedents 
we consider, both product precedents and user prec-
edents, contain only a part of all the information 
about the user or device. Therefore, within the model-
theoretic approach, precedents should be formally 
described by partial models rather than by ordinary 
models (algebraic systems). 

Definition. Consider a signature σ = P1, ..., Pm, c1, 
..., cl  in which P1, ..., Pm are predicate symbols and   
c1, ..., cl  are symbols of constants. Consider a tuple  
  p =  A, P1, ..., Pm, c1, ..., cl  and let for each n  
m value n-ary predicate Pi  on p is defined as a pair 

 where  and .  
Let us call  p a partial model in the signature σ. 
Let us assume that for elements a1, ..., an  |  p| if  
(a1, ..., an)  , then it is fulfilled  p  Pi (a1, ..., an), if 
(a1, ..., an)  , then  it is fulfilled  p   Pi (a1, ..., an), 
and if (a1, ..., an)  ( ), then the value of the 
predicate Pi (a1, ..., an) on the partial model  p is  
undefined. 

The class of partial signature models σ denote by 
K p(σ).

We use ontological homomorphisms to transform 
partial models that formalize precedents. In this 
paper, we consider three types of ontological homo-
morphisms that are most important for this presenta-
tion; to illustrate, we take the example of a device like 
a laptop. These are generalization homomorphisms 
(in the partial model, the presence of a USB A con-
nector in the laptop is replaced by just the presence 
of a USB connector), ref inement homomorphisms (the 
presence of a USB connector in the laptop is replaced 
by the presence of USB A) and similarity homomor-
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phisms (the presence of a USB A connector is replaced 
by the presence of a USB C connector). 

Let us give strict definitions of ontological homo-
morphisms. For this purpose, let us consider onto-
logical relations: on the set of key concepts of the 
ontology of the subject domain of the goods (devices) 
under consideration is signature predicates σ. We 
introduce two two-place relations: the general-
private relation Hyp(Q, P) and similarity relation  
Sim(P, Q). The relation Hyp is a partial order, and the 
relation Sim is reflexive and symmetric (but not nec-
essarily transitive).

Definition. Consider partial models  p  K p(σ1)  
and   p  K p(σ2) let P n  σ1, Q n  σ2, σ1\{P n}  σ2 and it  
is fulfilled Sim(P, Q). Mapping h:|  p |  |  p | let us 
call the ontological homomorphism of the similar-
ity of the partial model  p into a partial model  p  
(h:  p    p  ) if for any c  σ1 and a1, ..., an  |  p| is ful-
filled: 

(a) if  p  P (a1, ..., an) then  p  Q(h(a1), ..., h(an));

(b) if  p   P (a1, ..., an) then   p   Q(h(a1), ..., h(an)); 

(c) .

The truth and falsity of the other predicates from 
the σ1 are preserved.

Definition. Consider partial models  p  K p(σ1) 
and  p  K p(σ2), σ1\{P n}  σ2 let P n  σ1, Q n  σ2,  
σ1\{P n}  σ2 and it is fulfilled Hyp(Q, P). Mapping  
h:|  p |  |  p | let us call the ontological homomor-
phism of the generalization of the partial model  p  
into a partial model  p(h:  p    p  ) if for any c  σ1  
and a1, ..., an  |  p| is fulfilled: 

(a) if   p  P (a1, ..., an) then  p  Q(h(a1), ..., h(an));

(b) . 

The truth and falsity of the other predicates from 
the σ1 are preserved.

Definition. Consider partial models  p  K p(σ1) and 
 p  K p(σ2) let  n  σ1, Q n  σ2, σ1\{P n}  σ2 and it is ful-

filled Hyp(Q, P). Mapping h:|  p |  |  p | let us call the 

ontological homomorphism of the ref inement of the 
partial model  p into the partial model   p (h:  p    p  )  
if for any c  σ1 and a1, ..., an  |  

p| is fulfilled: 

(a) if  p   P (a1, ..., an), then  p   Q(h(a1), ..., h(an)) ;

(b) . 

The truth and falsity of the other predicates from 
the σ1 are preserved.

The single or multiple use of ontological homo-
morphisms allows the intelligent assistant to auto-
matically switch from descriptions of some devices to 
descriptions of other devices that are similar to a cer-
tain extent. For example, a user wants to buy a certain 
device with certain characteristics, but the required 
device is not available (or its price does not suit the 
user). Then the intelligent assistant automatically 
finds another device, whose partial model is ontologi-
cally homomorphic to the model of the original one, 
but which is available for sale, and offers this device to 
the user. The product (or several products) closest to 
the required one is automatically searched. 

When suggesting devices to the user, the intelligent 
assistant also provides an explanation of why their 
difference from the user’s desired one is not essen-
tial from the point of view of the tasks to be solved 
by the user. Such natural language explanations are 
either pre-defined in the semantic model, when 
determining the ontological similarity of concepts, or 
extracted from natural language texts in the process of 
dialogue (in particular, from product descriptions on 
the websites of manufacturers and shops, from cus-
tomer reviews, etc.). [27, 28]). 

This process continues iteratively until a device sat-
isfactory to the user is found: the user indicates what 
he does not like, and the intelligent assistant selects 
a new variant. In this way, a reasoning graph is con-
structed whose vertices contain partial models cor-
responding to the devices, and transitions are made 
using ontological homomorphisms. 
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Here it is important to note that by precedents we 
mean all kinds of objects, subjects and situations with 
which the intelligent assistant works. The precedents 
are both objects of the subject domain, users them-
selves, and dialogues with users, the results of the 
previous session of the software system: artifacts of 
interaction between the intelligent assistant and the 
user. As an example, let us consider a hierarchy of 
structured precedents: objects of the subject domain 
related to the satisfaction of user needs:

1. A subject matter object, a commodity that a user 
needs (e.g., a computer or smartphone). 

2. Subject matter object + user needs (as identified 
by the intelligent assistant in the dialogue pro-
cess). 

3. Subject matter object + user needs + class of tasks 
to be solved by the user. We extend the precedent 
by adding the tasks that the user needs to solve. 
It is important to note that the properties of the 
subject matter object (e.g., the functionality of the 
device) are clearly defined in the knowledge base 
and are independent of the user’s perception. On 
the other hand, the tasks that the user intends to 
solve with a given device depend on the user’s ulti-
mate goals, desires and needs. The class of tasks to 
be solved is determined by the user. Having data 
about the user’s needs and the tasks to be solved 
by the user, we construct a precedent as a triple: 
<partial model describing the device; user’s needs; 
set (class) of tasks to be solved by the user>. 

This way of representing precedents facilitates 
combining objective information about goods with 
subjective information about the user obtained by the 
intelligent assistant in the process of dialogue. Recall 
that precedents are represented at the third level of 
the ontological model of the subject domain.

The construction of a solution is the selection of 
goods required by the user and involves the compari-

son of both objects of the subject domain (goods, 
devices) and structured precedents described above. 
For this purpose, the apparatus of metrics is used. 
This will allow comparison of objects and precedents 
during the work of the intelligent assistant. In par-
ticular, a semantic graph of precedents with a pre-
calculated (or set by an expert) measure of similar-
ity (likeness) of precedents is used. Knowledge about 
similarity measures of precedents belongs to the 
fourth level of the ontological model of the subject 
domain. On the basis of this knowledge, in particular, 
the similarity relation is specified The similarity rela-
tion discussed above is in the definition of ontological 
homomorphisms. 

When selecting products, user priorities are calcu-
lated based on two parameters: firstly, properties and 
functionality of devices and, secondly, user’s needs 
and desires, class of tasks to be solved, that is, objec-
tive and subjective parameters. Focusing on these two 
types of parameters, we calculate the similarity of 
different precedents, including the objects of a given 
subject domain. 

5. Software implementation  
of the dialogue system

The developed software system [22] is a set of five 
blocks (modules) that provide various stages of the 
system operation. The technical implementation is a 
MVC application on Java Spring, with REST interface.

Block 1 is responsible for performing user input and 
formalizing it through a speech action search mecha-
nism [29], correcting the user model and detecting user 
intentions.

Block 2 is responsible for analyzing the input 
received, and generating system messages to request 
further information from the user. 

Block 3 is responsible for searching for the required 
product, a precedent of the subject domain. It checks 
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whether the partial model of the required product, 
built as a result of the dialogue with the user, is a sub-
model of the model of some precedent of the subject 
domain (i.e., the product available). The input of the 
block is the user’s needs formulated and checked for 
consistency. Then, with the help of ontological homo-
morphisms realized on the basis of the similarity func-
tion of two partial models, the precedent most similar 
to the desired user is searched for. 

If a precedent is found, this solution will be pro-
posed to the user; the natural language description 
of the found precedent will be used as a justification 
(argument). 

Block 4 is responsible for analyzing the user’s reac-
tion. The main function of the block is to clarify the 
user’s requirements. If there are new data in the user’s 
response, they are formalized using the mechanisms of 
blocks 1 and 2 and block 3 is started again. Thus, the 
solution search process is iterative. 

Block 5 is responsible for the final generation of the 
decision and its justification (reasoning). The user is 
offered a product that fully meets his requirements iden-
tified in the dialogue process. A set of goods that meet 
the requirements but differ in price or characteristics 
that are not important for the user can also be presented. 

Conclusion

This article develops methods of creating intelli-
gent assistants. Intelligent assistants can be used to 
help users choose products as recommendation sys-
tems in call centers to solve various customer prob-
lems, to solve technical support tasks, to help people 
with disabilities. In this paper, first of all, we con-
sider intelligent assistants designed to help the user 
to select goods. 

To create intelligent assistants, we develop meth-
ods for reasoned dialogue with the user. For this 
purpose, we develop methods for automated con-
struction of reasoning and argumentation. The for-
malization of reasoning and argumentation is done 
using partial models, homomorphisms and ontologi-
cal homomorphisms of partial models. Ontological 
homomorphisms of the similarity of partial models 
formally describe the similarity of precedents, which 
serves as a mathematical basis for the construction of 
reasoning based on precedents. 

The proposed architecture of the software system 
implements methods of dialogue with the use of prec-
edents, replenishment of the database of precedents 
after each session of work, their organization in the 
form of a semantic network. Such an approach allows 
us to achieve transparency of the system operation, 
to increase flexibility of solution selection due to the 
analysis of semantic content of phrases entered by the 
user (with the help of atomic models), all of which 
distinguishes the system from the existing analogues.

Further development of the system is possible in 
the direction of improving the algorithm of precedent 
search in the semantic network, with the introduc-
tion of more links between precedents to increase 
the detail of the search, as well as the development of 
methods for determining the similarity and likeness 
of precedents. 
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